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Abstract. The two- and three-dimensional Transmission Line Modelling (TLM) concepts and
their application to linear and nonlinear electromagnetic field problems are described . Based
on Huygens's principle, the method is suitable for solving electromagnetic problems of arbitrary
geometry, including losses, anisotropy, time-dependent parameters, and even moving bound-
aries . Several new concepts which have recently been developed and implemented by the author
and his research group, will also be described . They make the TLM method particularly attrac-
tive for applications to microwave and millimeter wave structures .

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, the TLM time domain analysis of elec-
tromagnetic problems in general, and of microwave/
millimeter wave problems in particular, will be
described. Such problems may involve nonlinear, in-
homogeneous, anisotropic, time-dependent material
properties and arbitrary geometries . TLM is an acro-
nym for «Transmission Line Matrix» or «Transmission
Line Modelling» Method. It models the field space by
an equivalent dense mesh or matrix of transmission
lines. Developed by P.B . Johns and his co-workers in
the early 1970's, the TLM algorithm embodies
Huygens's principle of wave propagation, in contrast
to other time domain methods which are based on a
discretization of Maxwell's or Helmholtz's equations .

The theoretical foundation of this method and the
basic TLM algorithms for simulating the propagation
of fields in unbounded and bounded space have been
described by a number of authors [1-9] and will there-
fore only be summarized in this paper . However, sever-
al new concepts which have recently been developed
and implemented by the author and his research group,
will be described . They make the TLM method partic-
ularly attractive for applications to microwave and mil-
limeter wave structures .

In Section 1, the discretized version of Huygens's
wave model will be recalled, which is suitable for im-
plementation on a digital computer and forms the al-
gorithm of the TLM method . In Section 2, the wave
properties of two- and three-dimensional TLM net-
works will be reviewed, and the implementation of non-
dispersive boundaries, materials, and interfaces will be
demonstrated, together with the computation of the im-
pulse response, frequency response, field distribution,
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and impedances of a structure . Errors and their cor-
rection will be briefly discussed as well . Section 3 in-
troduces the concept of time-domain diakoptics and the
associated numerical Green's function or Johns Matrix,
and its application to the modelling of frequency dis-
persive boundaries in the time domain„ Section 4
describes thé modelling of gyrotropic media, such as
ferrites, and Section 5 deals with the TLM modelling
of nonlinear materials with applications to the simula-
tion of varactor multipliers and dividers . Finally, Sec-
tion 6 discusses some computational aspects of the
TLM method before the conclusion .

1 . HUYGENS'S PRINCIPLE AND ITS
DISCRETIZATION

According to Huygens [10], a wavefront (Fig . l) con-
sists of a number of secondary radiators b) which give

A
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Fig. 1- Huygens's principle and formation of a wavefront by secon-
dary wavelets .
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rise to spherical wavelets d) . The envelope of these
wavelets forms a new wavefront which, in turn, gives
rise to a new generation of spherical wavelets, and so
on .

In order to implement Huygens's model on a digital
computer, one must formulate it in discretized form .
To this end, both space and time are represented in
terms of finite, elementary units, zl and zt, which are
related by the velocity of light such that

at = ® l/c .

	

(1)

Accordingly, two-dimensional space is modeled by a
Cartesian matrix of points or nodes, separated by the
mesh parameter zl. (See Fig . 2a) . The unit time at is
then the time required for an electromagnetic pulse to
travel from one node to the next .
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Fig . 2 - The discretized Huygens's wave model in two-dimensional
space (a and b), and the equivalent transmission line model (c, d,
and e) .
a) Incidence of a Dirac impulse at a space point .
b) Scattering of the Dirac impulse .
c) Incidence of a voltage impulse at a node in the equivalent Carte-

sian mesh of transmission lines .
d) Scattering of the voltage impulse at the node .
e) Co-ordinates and numbering scheme for node branches . (After

Hoefer 17]) . Copyright 1985 IEEE .

Assume that a delta function impulse is incident upon
one of the nodes from the negative y-direction . In ac-
cordance with Huygens's principle, its energy is scat-
tered in all four directions, each radiated pulse carry-
ing one fourth of the incident energy . The correspond-
ing field quantities must then be 1 /2 in magnitude . Fur-
thermore, the reflection coefficient seen by the incident
pulse must be negative to ensure field continuity at the
node (Fig . 2b) .

This two-dimensiônal model has a network analogue
in the form of a mesh of orthogonal transmission lines,
or transmission line matrix, (Figs . 2c and d, forming
a Cartesian array of shunt nodes which have the same
scattering properties as the nodes in Figs . 2a and b) .
Fig. 2e) shows the scheme for numbering the node
branches in the formulation of the scattering algorithm .

Johns [3] has shown that the voltages and currents
on the line mesh are equivalent to the electric and mag-
netic fields of Maxwell's equations. Such a mesh can
thus model two-dimensional wave problems by the

procedure called the two-dimensional TL,M method .
Three-dimensional propagation can be modelled by
three-dimensional arrays of transmission lines intercon-
nected as shown in Fig. 3a) . A more recent develop-
ment is Johns's [8] condensed three-dimensional node
(Fig. 3b) which describes all six field components in a
single point rather than at the corners of a cube of size
&/2 as in the traditional distributed three-dimensional
node .
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Fig. 3 - Three-dimensional TLM nodes .
a) Distributed three-dimensional TLM cell featuring three series-

and three shunt nodes . (After Akhtarzad [6]) .
b) Symmetrical condensed three-dimensional node . (After Johns [8]) .

Copyright 1987 IEEE .

Further variations and modifications have been
reported over the last years, aimed at the reduction of
memory space and computer time . The most signifi-
cant are :

ALTA FREQUENZA
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Introduction of mesh grading to increase resolution
in regions of strong nonuniformity of fields [11, 12],

- Introduction of condensed nodes in the 3-D TLM
mesh [8, 13],

- Development of a scalar TLM method which simu-
lates only one field component or a Hertzian poten-
tial [141 .
In all cases, the propagation of electromagnetic fields

is simulated in the time domain by computing the suc-
cessive scattering of impulses at the connection points
of the transmission lines and their transit from one node
to the next .

The TLM algorithm can be written as an iterative
sequence of the following operations :

k + 1 [ V] r = [ uJ • ktY J

	

{2a)

k+1[V] ' - [ c] • k+l[J]r
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(2b)

where [S] is the impulse scattering matrix of the nodes,
and [C] is a connection matrix describing the topology
of the network. The subscripts k and k + 1 denote the
discrete time intervals at which the scattering events
take place .

Since all TLM algorithms yield the impulse response
of the transmission line matrix in time, its frequency
characteristics can be extracted via discrete or fast Fou-
rier transform. One single TLM analysis thus yields
complete information on resonant frequencies, com-
plex S-parameters, dispersion characteristics and field
configuration of a structure over a wide frequency
range, provided that all properties of the structure are
modelled correctly over the entire frequency range of
interest .

2. WAVE PROPERTIES, BOUNDARIES,
AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

2.1 Wave properties of two-and three-dimensional
TLM networks

While Huygens's principle is a continuous, non-
dispersive model of wave propagation which is valid
at all frequencies, its discretized version is only accurate
when the mesh parameter al is small with respect to
the wavelength ; the TLM mesh being a periodic struc-
ture, its wave properties exhibit anisotropy and alter-
nating passband and stopband characteristics . Fig. 4
shows the dispersion characteristics of a two-
dimensional TLM network . Further dispersion charac-
teristics of two-dimensional and three-dimensional net-
works are shown in Fig. 6 . A detailed derivation of
these characteristics can be found in [1] to [9] .

It is important to study these wave properties in order
to assess the limitations of the TLM modelling proce-
dure and, eventually, to determine and to correct er-
rors due to the finite length of the mesh parameter Ol .
In conclusion, the TLM network simulates isotropic
propagation only as long as all frequencies are well be-
low the network cutoff frequency, in which case the
network propagation velocity may be considered equal
in all directions .

In two-dimensional networks, it is 1/ 2times the ve-
locity on the individual mesh lines, and in three-
dimensional networks it is only 1 /2 of that velocity .

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY . ti/2

Fig . 4 - Dispersion of the velocity of plane waves in a two-dimensional
TLM network . (After Johns and Beurle [1]) .

2.2 Modelling of nondispersive lossless and lossy
boundaries

Nondispersive boundaries present the same reflection
coefficient at each frequency and can thus be modelled
by a simple real impulse reflection coefficient . Disper-
sive boundaries cannot be represented in this way be-
cause a dispersive reflection coefficient would distort
the shape of the impulses, which is not acceptable in
the TLM procedure . Rather, a more involved numeri-
cal procedure based on time domain diakoptics must
be employed. This procedure will be described in Sec-
tion 3 .

Electric and magnetic walls are represented by short
and open circuits, respectively, at the appropriate po-

1

t
ELECTRIC WALL

	

SHORT CIRCUITS
(a)

r'

(ba

Fig . 5 - Representation of boundaries in the TLM mesh
a) Electric and magnetic walls in a shunt-type mesh in which Vy simu-

lates E,, .
b) Approximation of a curved boundary by a piecewise straight

boundary . (After Hoefer [9]) .
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sitions in the TLM mesh . To ensure synchronism, they
must be placed halfway between two nodes in two-
dimensional TLM networks, and either between or
across nodes in three-dimensional TLM networks . In
practice, this is achieved by making the mesh parameter
an integer fraction of the structure dimensions . Curved
walls are represented by piecewise straight boundaries
as shown in Fig . 5 .

In the computation, the reflection of an impulse at
a magnetic or electric wall is achieved by returning it,
after one unit time step at, with equal or opposite sign
to its boundary node of origin .

Nondispersive lossy boundaries can be represented
in the same way as nondispersive lossless boundaries,
with the difference that the impulse reflection coeffi-
cient in each boundary branch is now

Q=

R

	

1

R+1

	

(3)

instead of unity . R is the normalized surface resistance
of the boundary . The losses in a good but imperfect
conductor wall of conductivity a can, within a narrow
frequency range, be modelled approximately by a real
impulse reflection coefficient ~,

1 + 2	 W
EO

	

(4)
2Q,uo

Note that since depends on the frequency w, the
loss calculations are accurate only for that frequency
which has been selected in determining .

For open problems, artificial absorbing boundaries
must be introduced in order to limit the size of the sys-
tem . For three-dimensional scattering problems, this
is easily achieved, over a wide frequency range, by ter-
minating the network transmission lines in the intrin-
sic impedance of the medium . Precautions must be
taken to avoid interactions between boundaries and
scatterers . In other words, boundaries should be located
where radiation conditions prevail [15] .

2.3 Modelling of dielectric and magnetic materials,
and their interfaces

The presence of dielectric or magnetic material can
be taken into account by loading inside nodes with reac-
tive stubs of appropriate characteristic impedance and
a length equal to half the mesh spacing [15] . For ex-
ample, if in a two-dimensional shunt network the volt-
age simulates an electric field, an open-circuited shunt
stub of length &/2 will produce the effect of additional
capacity at the nodes . This reduces the phase velocity
in the structure and, at the same time, satisfies the
boundary conditions at the air-dielectric interface [15] .
Note that the velocity in the network is now made vari-
able by altering the single constant yo . The relative die-
lectric constant of the simulated space, E r , is in terms
of the stub characteristic admittance :

Er = 1 +y/4

	

(5)

This velocity characteristic along the main axes of
the two-dimensional stub-loaded network is shown in
Fig. 6 a) for various values of yo . Again, for relatively
low frequencies, the mesh velocity is pratically the same
in all directions .
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Fig. 6 - Phase characteristics of stub-loaded TLM networks,
a) Phase characteristic for plane waves travelling along a main axis

on a two-dimensional stub-loaded shunt TLM network, (After
Johns [7]),

b) Phase characteristic for plane waves travelling along a main axis
on a three-dimensional stub-loaded distributed node TLM net-
work . (After Akhtarzad [6]) .

In cases where the voltage of the TLM mesh
represents a magnetic field, the open shunt stubs
describe a permeability. The velocity of waves in a mag-
netically loaded medium will be simulated correctly by
such a mesh . However, the interface conditions are not
satisfied, and a correction must be introduced in the
form of local reflection and transmission coefficients
at the interface between the media, as described in [15] .

In three-dimensional networks, dual modelling is not
required, and shunt stubs at shunt nodes always model
a permittivity, while series stubs at series nodes always
model magnetic permeability . A three-dimensional dis-
tributed node completely equipped with permittivity,
permeability and loss stubs (Section 2 .4) is shown in
Fig. 7 . The intrinsic impedance of the three-dimensional
mesh is the same as that of the modelled medium, while
the propagation velocity of the mass action wave in the
mesh is reduced as shown in Fig . 6 b) .

2.4 Modelling of dielectric losses

Losses in a dielectric can be accounted for in two
different ways . One can either consider the TLM mesh
to consist of lossy transmission lines, or one can load
the nodes of a lossless mesh with so-called loss-stubs .

ALTA FREQUENZA
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-.4-- Shunt node Series node

Short - circuited stub ( Permeâbility stub)
Open - circuited stub ( Permittivity stub)

--- Infinitely long stub (Loss-stub)

Fig. 7 - A three-dimensional node equipped with reactive and dissipative
stubs for the modelling of permittivity, permeability and losses . (Two-
dimensional node, separation and reactive stub length = al/2) .

In the first case, the magnitude of each pulse is
reduced by an appropriate amount while travelling
from one node to the next, and the ensuing change in
velocity is accounted for by increasing the time required
to reach the next node [15] . This method is particular-
ly suited for homogeneously filled structures .

In the second case, each shunt node is resistively
loaded with a matched (or infinitely long) transmission
line of normalized characteristic admittance go (loss
stub), extracting energy from each node at every itera-
tion [16] . (Fig . 7) . This technique is more suitable for
inhomogeneous structures since it describes the inter-
face conditions as well as the loss mechanism .

The normalized admittance of the loss-stub is relat-
ed to the conductivity a of the lossy medium by

go= ~al
,

	

(6)
Cc

where C is the capacity per unit length of the main mesh
lines, and c is the velocity of light in free space . The
characteristics of lossy TLM networks are discussed in
detail in [9] .

2.5 Computation of the frequency response
of a TLM structure

The TLM method provides a means of obtaining the
output impulse function at any observation point in a
space in which wave propagation is taking place . This
is achieved in the computer by storing the amplitude
of pulses entering each node in a transmission line
matrix .

In most cases, the amplitudes of pulses throughout
the mesh are initially set to zero . The network is then
excited at selected source or input points with delta
function pulses . As time progresses, pulses travel from
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one node to the next along the transmission lines and
are scattered at each node . The network therefore be-
comes filled with impulses as waves spread out from
the source points and are reflected at the boundaries .

The impulse response at a particular point in the
mesh is simply obtained by observing the stream of
pulses as they pass through the point in question . It
can be written as follows :

F(t) _

	

kA 8 (t kto)
k=1

(7)

The solutions for all frequencies within the passband
of the network are now simultaneously available in this
impulse response ; the response to any arbitrary exci-
tation function can be extracted from the impulse
response F(t) by convolving one with the other .

Of particular interest is the response to a sinusoidal
excitation which is obtained by taking the Fourier trans-
form of the impulse response . Since F(t) is a series of
impulses, the Fourier integral becomes a summation,
and the real and imaginary parts of the output spec-
trum are :

N
Re F al

	

=

	

kA cos (2rk~®l )

	

(8)
k=1

N
Im F al

= - kA sin 2irk al
L

	

x)i

	

k=1
(9)

where F	f\(\	)al is the frequency response, kA isA
the value of the output impulse response at time
t = k L l

s and N is the total number of iterations,
A

Note that in a practical computation, N is always finite,
which results in a truncation of the impulse response .
The valuefor kA at a given node is usually the total

node voltage (shunt node) or node current (series node)
at the k-th scattering event .

In the case of a closed structure, the frequency
response (8) and (9) represents its mode spectrum . In
a structure with matched input and output ports, it is
directly related to the scattering parameters of the struc-
ture which can be extracted from it . This will be dis-
cussed in Section 3 .

It is also possible to simulate an excitation by a con-
tinuous waveform : a stream of impulse functions with
the exciting waveform as an envelope is injected at the
appropriate input nodes . These impulses are added at
each iteration to the impulses already present in the
mesh, thus continuously injecting energy into the sys-
tem .

The response of the mesh to the sampled waveform
is thus computed directly in the time domain . This type
of excitation is usually applied in a nonlinear simula-
tion which will be discussed in Section 4 . It is also ad-
vantageous when treating problems involving heating
effects . An example in point is the computation of the
temperature rise in lossy objects exposed to electromag-
netic fields .

2 .6 Computation of fields and impedances
Since the network voltages and currents are directly

proportional to field quantities in the simulated struc-
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tore, the TLM method also yields the field distribution .
The correspondence between field and mesh parameters
depends on the type of mesh chosen for a given
problem . In the three-dimensional node of Fig . 7, the
voltages across the shunt nodes represent the E-field
components, while the loop currents in the series nodes
represent the H-field components .

The impulse response at each node contains infor-
mation on the field distribution at all frequencies wi-
thin the passband of the mesh . This information can
be extracted by Fourier transform (eqs . (8) and (9)) .
The field between nodes can be obtained by interpola-
tion techniques (splines). Fig. 8 shows a typical field
picture for the dominant mode in an insulated finline,
obtained in this manner . (Only one quarter of the cross-
section is shown in view of symmetry) .

L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8 .77 8 .61

8 .74 8 .56

8 .66 8 .46

8 .57 8 .32

8 .45 8 .1

8 .34 7

8 .25

8 .20

Fig. 8 - Transverse electric field lines of the dominant mode at cutoff in an insulated finline,
computed with a two-dimensional TLM program . Only the upper half of the cross-section
is shown . (After Hoefer [9]) .

Impedances can, in turn, be obtained from the field
quantities . The local field impedance can be found
directly as the ratio of voltages and currents at a node
(local field impedance), taking into account the equiva-
lence between mesh and field parameters . Note that the
mesh impedance depends on frequency in the same way
as the phase velocity, and the dispersion characteris-
tics of the phase constant of a particular mesh apply
to the mesh impedance as well .

Impedances defined on the basis of specific field in-
tegrals (such as the voltage-power, voltage-current, or
power-current impedance in a non-TEM waveguide) are
computed by stepwise integration of the discrete field
values . This procedure is identical to that used in finite
element and finite difference methods of analysis .

2.7 Errors and their correction

Like all other numerical techniques, the TLM
method has various sources of error and must be ap-
plied with caution if reliable and accurate results are
to be obtained [7] . The main sources of error reside
in the following properties of the TLM method :
a) The impulse response must be truncated in time,
b) The propagation velocity in the TLM mesh depends

on the direction and the frequency,
c) The spatial resolution is limited by the finite mesh

size .
Ways of eliminating or, at least, reducing these er-

rors are described in detail in [71 and [9] .
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3 . DIAKOPTICS AND NUMERICAL GREEN'S
FUNCTIONS

When modelling a microwave or millimeter-wave
structure in the time domain, traditional concepts such
as complex impedance, scattering parameters, stand-
ing wave ratio etc. are no longer useful. So the ques-
tion is often asked : How can frequency-dispersive
boundaries and material parameters be modelled in the
time domain? The answer is simply that frequency-
dispersive behaviour is a manifestation of the time his-
tory of the interaction between fields and structures or
materials . Examples of frequency dispersive structures
are lossless waveguides, finlines, microstrip, optical
fibres, etc ., but also lossy conductors . All these struc-
tures have constitutive parameters that are (a least in

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

the first order) independent of frequency, and can
therefore be modelled accurately by a TLM network
equipped with reactive and lossy stubs . However, there
are also materials the constitutive parameters of which
depend on frequency by virtue of magnetic or electric
dipole resonances, such as gyromagnetic and gyroelec-
tric materials . These will be discussed in Section 4 be-
low .

In the frequency domain, the effects of dispersion
can simply be represented in the form of complex num-
bers or functions which depend on frequency (S-
Parameters, surface Impedances of lossy conductors,
complex reflection coefficients, etc .). In the time do-
main, however, the behaviour of a dispersive surface
or boundary must reflect its interaction with the fields
in the time dimension . To illustrate this concept, con-
sider the input plane of a short-circuited stub of rec
tangular waveguide of cross-section a x b and length
l, shown in Fig . 9 a) . Within the operating range of the
dominant TEIO mode, it has a frequency dispersive in-
put reflection coefficient

Fin =

	

e 2-

	

(10)

where 3 is the phase constant of the TEi0 mode . To
represent this reflection coefficient in the time domain
we model the stub by a two-dimensional TLM mesh
as shown in Fig . 9 a) . The branches penetrating through
the input plane (also called «removed branches») are
numbered 1 through M = N. A unit impulse entering
any one of these branches, let us say branch 1, will

ALTA FREQUENZA
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result in a stream of impulses emerging from all M
branches These impulse functions can be interpreted
as elements of a Green's function in numerical form,
henceforth called THE JOHNS MATRIX of the stub,
in honour of the late Peter B . Johns, pioneer of the
TLM method. During this procedure, all removed
branches, including the input branch, are terminated
in their own characteristic impedance so as to absorb
the emerging output streams .

Electric Wall

Y i m,n

Reference
Plane

MN

Input at 1-II--At

l

	

l

0

(b)

Fig. 9 - Modelling of the frequency dispersive input reflection coeffi-
cient of a waveguide stub in the time domain .
a) TLM network with removed branches in the reference plane .
b) Impulse stream emerging from branch 2 in response to a unit

excitation of branch 1 .

Fig. 9 b) shows, as an example, the impulse output
function at branch 2 resulting from a single unit im-
pulse entering branch 1 at t' = k' zt = 0. In general
terms, if we call g (m, n, k) the output impulse func-
tion emerging at the m-th branch due to a unit excita-
tion of the nth branch at t = kit, the complete nu-
merical Green's function, or Johns Matrix, for the in-
put plane of the stub can be written as follows :

JOHNS MATRIX"

Output at 2

	muuaii'u	''u	'	'
Removed branches in the reference plane are
numbered from 0 to M output branches)
and from 0 to N (input ranches) .

g(1,1,K) .

	

• • g(1,n,K} . . . g(1,N,K)

g(1,1,k) . . . . g(1,n,k) . . . . g(1,N,k)
, . . .

	

g(m,N,K)

g(1 1 O)

	

' •

	

g(1,n,O) • . . g(1,N O)

	

; .

.

	

.

	

;

	

;

	

g(M,N,K)

g(m,1,O) . • . •g (m,n,O) . . . g (m ,N O)

:

	

: g(M,N,k) / k

(a)

unit excitation

g(M,1,O) . . . .g(M,n,O) . . •g (M,N,O)

n

kAt

k'=0
,, - 00104

D

N = M is the total number of removed branches in the
reference plane, and K is the total number of iterations .

The general problem to be solved in the time domain
analysis of a structure containing such a frequency dis-
persive boundary is to compute the reflection of ar-
bitrary streams of impulses incident upon that bound-
ary . The input, or excitation function, is the column
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SSUb

Ssupcr

N k
Vr (m, k) _

	

g (m, n, k') V` ( n, k -- k')

	

(13)
n=1 k'=0

(a)

vector of voltage impulse streams [V' (n, k')] incident
on all its branches 1 to N, while the output, or reflect-
ed function, is the resulting [V r (m, k)] emerging from
its branches 1 to M. The latter is obtained by a restricted
convolution of the Johns Matrix with the input excita-
tion function [17],

[ V r (m, k)] _ [G (m, n, k')] * [V (n, k')]

	

(12)
The k-th time sample of the output impulse function
at the m-th branch is computed as follows :

This general convolution algorithm can be used to
model time domain reflections from any dispersive
boundary, such as the input plane of a complicated
electromagnetic structure, a wideband matched
waveguide load, or the surface impedance of a Iossy
conductor . It represents an extension of the reflection
coefficient concept into the time dimension and opens
unprecedented possibilities for the partitioning of time
domain field problems, large scale numerical pre-
processing of sub- structures for CAD, S-parameter ex-
traction, and wideband matched impulsive sources .

The technique described above is by no means res-
tricted to plane interfaces . It can be used to break down
a large TLM network into smaller substructures of ar-
bitrary shape which can be processed separately and
later assembled numerically . This segmentation tech-
nique or diakoptics is particularly useful when study-

Frequency (GHz)

	

(b)
Fig. 10 - Application of time domain diakoptics .
a) Segmentation of a TLM mesh into two substructures .
b) Cutoff frequencies in bilateral finline for two slightly different

gap widths, evaluated using diakoptics
w = 0.7112 mm	W = 0.8534 mm
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ing the effect of a small subarea on the properties of
a large structure .

Fig . 10 a) shows a larger TLM network which has
been divided into two substructures Ssuper and Ssu b . The
latter may contain a small detail which needs to be
modified many times, while Ssuper is the major portion
of the network which remains unchanged . The time do-
main response of Ssuper can be interpreted as the nu-
merical Green's function or Johns matrix with respect
to the `1 V' interconnection ports which is computed once
on a powerful computer and stored for further process-
ing. The convolution of the excitation function gener-
ated within the small substructure, with the impulse
response of the superstructure is a numerically small
problem and can easily be performed on a small com-
puter. Examples in which such a procedure would be
effective, are the optimization of a small detail in a pla-
nar circuit, or the simulation of a component with a
nonlinear element, in which the passive part of the cir-
cuit could be represented by its numerical Green's func-
tion with respect to its interface with the nonlinear ele-
ment. Fig . 10 b) shows the cutoff spectrum of a bilater-
al finline with two slightly different gap widths, com-
puted with the diakoptics approach. The modification
is restricted to the small subregion, while the remain-
ing superstucture is unchanged .

4 . MODELLING OF GYROTROPIC MEDIA

The frequency dispersion in many materials is due
to dipole resonances . Such materials are governed by
a differential equation of the following type :

dM = y (M x H) M

	

14
)dt

	

T

This equation, for example, governs the relation be-
tween magnetic polarization and magnetic field in a
magnetized ferrite material . The resulting permeabili-
ty tensor can be modeled in the three-dimensional TLM
method by introducing permeability stubs with charac-
teristic impedances which depend on the instantaneous
magnitude of the local magnetic field components and
their variation with time. This can easily be implement-
ed since all six field components are computed at ev-
ery iteration for each node. The time variations of field
components are obtained by computing the difference
between field values as successive time steps kat. The
value of the stub impedances and the related node im-
pulse scattering matrix are updated at each iteration
as the fields evolve .

5 . MODELLING OF NONLINEAR MATERIALS
AND DEVICES

Nonlinear structures and devices can be modelled in
a similar way through iterative updating of the perti-
nent TLM network parameters . For example, a varac-
tor diode in a microstrip environment can be represent-
ed by a small submesh in which the effective dielectric
constant is made dependent on the instantaneous lo-
cal electric field [18] . This is achieved by recalculating
the value of the permittivity stubs at each iteration and
thus updating the impulse scattering matrix of all nodes
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in the diode subarea . Figs, 11 a) and b) show the wave-
form and the output spectrum of a microstrip varac-
tor frequency halver obtained with a two-dimensional
nonlinear TLM model [18] .
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Fig. 11- Nonlinear two-dimensional TLM modelling of a varactor
frequency halver in microstrip configuration .
a) Time domain output waveform after 5000 iterations .
b) Frequency spectrum after Fourier analysis of the output wave-

form . After Kosmopoulos et al . [18]) .

b . COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE
TLM METHOD

When implemented on a Von Neumann computer,
the TLM method compares favorably with Finite Ele-
ment and Finite Difference methods of analysis . Natu-
rally, the three-dimensional space and time discretiza-
tion of complicated structures requires considerable
computer memory . However, all nodal computations
for a given iteration step can be executed simulta-
neously. Hence, vector computers and array processors
are well suited for solving such problems . In fact, many
routine computations in other areas such as image
processing, chemistry, medicine, metereology, aero-
dynamics, etc. are based on similar algorithms and
require comparable computer resources .

With the increasing availability of large computer
memory a low cost, time domain methods will become
attractive modelling options for microwave structures
of high complexity . The groundwork is now being pre-
pared, and results obtained sofar are encouraging,

7. CONCLUSION

The TLM method is a very versatile method for
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analysing generalized electromagnetic structures . It is
most effective when implemented on parallel proces-
sors or vector computers . Considerable processing pow-
er is obtained by the use of a numerical Green's func-
tion (Johns Matrix) and the concept of diakoptics . They
also permit the time domain representation of complex
impedances and S-parameters . Present research at the
University of Ottawa is directed towards the develop-
ment of a general TLM field solver for the CAD of
planar circuits, and the TLM simulation of nonlinear
elements such as varactor multipliers and halvers .

Manuscript received on June 13, 1989
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